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DISCLOSURE
This presentation is strictly confidential and is provided exclusively for use by the person to whom Tocqueville Asset Management LP 
(“TAM”) has delivered it, and it is not intended for public use or distribution. This presentation may not be reproduced in whole or in 
part, and may not be delivered to any person without the prior written consent of TAM. This presentation should not be considered 
a solicitation or recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. Any offer or solicitation may only be made at the time 
a qualified offeree receives a prospectus or private placement memorandum, which will contain important information (including 
investment objective, policies, risk factors, fees, tax implications and relevant qualifications), and only in those states or other 
jurisdictions where permitted by law.

These materials do not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all the information that an investor may need to make a fully informed 
investment decision. These materials are merely for discussion only and may not be relied upon for making any investment decision. 
The information provided herein may be modified or supplemented at any time. Investors should not construe the contents of this 
presentation as legal, tax, or investment advice. Investors should consult with their own financial and tax advisors prior to making an 
investment decision. An investment in the Fund is speculative, illiquid and risks include the total loss of principal.

This report is provided on an “as is” basis, without warranty, express or implied. Any projections, market outlooks or estimates in 
this presentation are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions. Other events which were not taken into 
account may occur and may significantly affect returns or performance. Any projections, outlooks or assumptions should not be 
construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur. TAM does not undertake to update forward-looking statements. TAM 
makes no guarantees as to the profitability of any investment strategy. While this presentation has been prepared with all reasonable 
care from sources believed to be reliable, TAM assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions or misstatements 
howsoever caused. While all the information contained in this presentation is believed to be accurate, TAM makes no express warranty 
as to the completeness or accuracy nor can it accept responsibility for errors appearing in the presentation. In particular, certain 
factual and/or statistical information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by other parties and TAM 
has not independently verified such information. Accordingly, none of TAM nor any of its affiliates, or employees will be liable to you 
or anyone else for any loss or damage from the use of the information contained in this presentation. 
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TOCQUEVILLE QUALIFIED OPPORTUNITY ZONE FUNDS ARE 
PARTNERSHIPS FORMED BY TOCQUEVILLE AND CAPZONE FOR 
QUALIFIED OPPORTUNITY ZONE (QOZ) INVESTMENTS

• Focused on after-tax capital preservation and long-term growth

• Absolute return orientation with private equity mindset

• Disciplined proprietary research-intensive process

• $7.2B of client assets under management as of 6/30/23

• Multi-sector sourcing expertise in 8,766 Opportunity Zones throughout the US and 5 Territories

• Rigorous focus on sector, duration, liquidity, and volatility risk management

• 30 years of relationship and collaboration among Tocqueville’s and CapZone’s principals

Tocqueville Asset Management is a New York-based, SEC registered 
investment advisor formed in 1985 and a UNPRI signatory

CapZone Impact Investments is a Connecticut-based firm specializing in
ESG Compliant QOZ investment strategies
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WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR IN OZ OPPORTUNITIES? 

• Multi sector: Sustainable Infrastructure, Real Estate, Operating Companies

· Digital Infrastructure, including Data Centers

· Clean Energy, including Solar

· Workforce Multi Family & Government Related Real Estate

· Asset Based Operating Companies, including Sustainable Agriculture

• ESG compliant

• Good businesses/returns even without tax attributes

• Reputable partners and management teams with verifiable track records

• Conservative capital structures

• Programmatic approach to reach scale

• OZ rules allow amplified equity returns through attractive debt and government
support
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PORTFOLIO IMPLEMENTATION & RISK MITIGATION

• Number and structure of investments will vary by investor preferences

• Rigorous due diligence

• Partnership shared methodology mitigates investment risk

• Optimizing public sector support where available

• Disciplined cash-flow based valuation

• Constant monitoring for performance and compliance

• Multiple exit alternatives

• Tocqueville, CapZone and their principals will invest in each QOZ investment at
both the GP and LP levels when available
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TYPICAL QOZB LIFE CYCLE*

• Origination - Working with vertical sector specialists expedites our time to market with
new projects and enables scalable investment platforms.

• Construction – Obviously, project and location dependent but typically 1-3 years. During
this phase or near its end it is possible to refinance some portion of investor capital.

• Maturation – Depending on the projects it may be possible to distribute cash flow to
investors tax shielded by debt and depreciation in years 4-10.

• Exit – Theoretically, in year ten to maximize tax benefit but earlier if opportunity to roll
into new QOZB or at investor option in secondary market

· Potentially contractually determined with partner operator
· M&A
· IPO
· Eventually, liquid QOZB or QOF secondary market supported by CapZone Analytics

Through potential refinancing, distributions, roll overs or secondary exits, we expect 
average duration of capital to be well less than ten years.

Origination MaturationConstruction Exit

*Timeline and outcomes are based on management assumptions, and not guaranteed.
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SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTION EXPERIENCE

• Workforce Multi-family development at
Fort Trumbull in New London, CT4

· 100% Opportunity Zone qualified
real estate

· Resilient demand due to long term
Government manufacturing contract

· Superior location with harbor views

· Significant employment growth from
adjacent General Dynamics Corp.

· Closed on $50 million project with $18
million in equity raised

· Tocqueville/CapZone acting as GP
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SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTION EXPERIENCE

• Disabled Veterans Mixed Use Property in
Colorado Springs, Colorado4

· Mixed-use property with 240 market rate multi-
family ADA accessible units and 15 offices

· Proximity to Fort Carson, Peterson Air Force
Base and Schriever Air Force Base

· Healthcare (physical therapy and psychologist),
culture and recreation programs on site

· Investment in June 2022 and construction
beginning 2023

· $28.6 million equity / $62.3 million debt

· Tocqueville/CapZone to act as GP investors
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SIGNIFICANT TRANSACTION EXPERIENCE

• Government Backed Real Estate:
Albert Lea, Minnesota4

· Veterans Affairs outpatient clinic

· Clinic facility is a significant upgrade for
the local veteran community, with a modern
design and new equipment allowing for
efficient service to the community

· Designed specifically to meet criteria for
Department of Veterans Affairs

· Debt structure ideally suited for Opportunity
Zone structure with low permanent leverage

· Investment in May 2020 and construction
completed in 2nd quarter 2021

· $1.7 million equity / $4.4 million debt

· CapZone to act as GP investor
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ILLUSTRATIVE CAPZONE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVES*

*There is no guarantee that similiar investments will be made or will be available.



Investment Strategy
The Veterans Villa Operating LLC is a Qualified Opportunity Zone Business (QOZB)
formed to provide investors with both the opportunity to support veterans and
receive the benefits of the Opportunity Zone tax program. This Opportunity Zone
project in Colorado was inspired by Kim Kuhle, CEO of Veterans Victory, in
collaboration with Tocqueville Asset Management L.P. and CapZone Impact
Investments LLC.
Veterans, especially those with disabilities, are an underserved community that
has traditionally faced obstacles in obtaining appropriate housing. The Veterans
Villa project seeks to construct a mixed‐use property in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, consisting of 240 market rate multi‐family ADA accessible units coupled
with 37,000 square feet of small business center space. Catering to veterans,
current serving military personnel and traditional market rate tenants, the project
will include desirable amenities such as underground parking, a pool, clubhouse
and recreational spaces. Business center tenants may include business/technology
services, entrepreneurship training for veterans, childcare or on‐site healthcare
such as physical therapy. The site will further feature revenue generating solar
power on the small business center and EV charging stations. Certain residential
tenants may be eligible for VA rental support.
The Colorado Springs location is a growing, demographically attractive market
(voted #3 in U.S. News & World Report’s “Best Places to Live” and #1 for veterans
by Military Times). The property is conveniently located near the airport, active‐
duty military installations, an Amazon regional center and the outdoor attractions
of the Rocky Mountains.

Veterans Villa 
Colorado Springs, CO

11
Disclaimers. This summary is not for public distribution and is solely for information purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation, recommendation or offer by Tocqueville Asset Management, LP, CapZone or 
any third‐party of any kind of investment. Real estate investment involves risk of loss, and any such investment shall be made pursuant to the terms of offering documents related thereto.

®
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Disclaimers. This summary is not for public distribution and is solely for information purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation, recommendation or offer by Tocqueville Asset Management, LP, CapZone or 
any third‐party of any kind of investment. Real estate investment involves risk of loss, and any such investment shall be made pursuant to the terms of offering documents related thereto.

Veterans Villa Operating LLC – Deal Overview

Investment Highlights
Attractive Market and Location for Veterans Housing

• Colorado Springs area has seen 9% population growth over the past 10 years and currently
17.1% of adults in the area are veterans and 20% of these are disabled

• El Paso County expected to see a 32% increase population over the next 20 years

• Proximity to Fort Carson, Peterson Air Force Base and Schriever Air Force Base

Project Significantly De‐Risked

• Large Portion of Equity Already Funded – Initial closing in June 2022 raised over $16 million.

• Experienced Construction Partners – Burlington Capital providing project management and
Hausmann Construction as general contractor for the apartments.

• Local Partner for Small Business Center – Hammers Construction located in Colorado Springs
selected to design/build the commercial site as well as coordinate with the city and master
development plan.

• Bank Financing Available ‐ interest from lenders looking for CRA credit and/or HUD financing.

Veterans Villa Features

• Healthcare (physical therapy and psychologist), culture and recreation programs including
pool and clubhouse on site

• Digital connections and high‐speed broadband
• Sustainability aspects include solar, green construction materials and EV charging stations

®

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11

Deal Cash Flows (18,630,410) 0 (18,022,781) 0 796,954 1,722,805 2,015,825 2,321,179 2,639,376 2,970,948 2,930,316 102,024,527

LP Cash Flows (17,630,410) 0 (18,022,781) 0 775,211 1,675,802 1,960,828 2,257,851 2,567,367 2,889,893 2,850,369 85,643,256

Preliminary Deal Metrics
Equity $34,822,781
Construction Debt 64,670,878
Total Costs 99,493,659
LTC 65.00%
Loan Rate 6.00%
Expected Hold Period 10 Years 

Deal Structure
Preferred Return 8.0%
GP Promote Structure
Promote Above Hurdle 30.0%

Deal Projected IRR 14.1%
Deal Multiple of Investment 3.20x
New LP Projected IRR 13.9%
New LP Multiple of Investment 2.82x
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ROBUST INVESTMENT PIPELINE*

• Multiple investment sectors across almost 8,800 Opportunity Zones.
· Potential to deploy over $1.0 billion over next 12-24 months

SECTOR PARTNER/DESCRIPTION CONSIDERATIONS SAMPLE PIPELINE

Digital Infrastructure • Leading developer/
operator

• CapZone Digital
Senior Advisor

• Partner with sustainable
digital infrastructure
developers with national
programs/EPCs

• Millinocket, ME Data Center
• Data Centers Nationally
• Wireless/Microgrids
• 12-24 Month Potential: $100-250 Mil.

Clean Energy 
Infrastructure

• Experienced fund
management partners

• Various Solar
Developers

• Focus on high quality
offtakers under long
term Power Purchase
Agreements

• NC Utility Solar
• Mid-market Municipal /C&I
• Biomass and Waste to Energy
• 12-24 Month Potential: $250-300 Mil.

Government and 
Workforce
Multifamily Residential

• Experienced
co-investment and
fund management
partners

• Government as lessee/
major demand driver and
workforce residential with
dependable developers

• Colorado Springs Veterans’ Housing
• CT Workforce residential/ military
• Military and US Federal Government
• 12-24 Month Potential: $300-500 Mil.

Other, including Other, including 
SustainableSustainable
Agriculture, Healthcare,Agriculture, Healthcare,
InnovationInnovation

• CapZone HealthCare
Senior Advisor

• Tocqueville Sourcing

• Opportunistic investments
based on OZ expertise,
relationships and solutions

• Florida Agriculture/Nutrition
• HealthCare and Senior Facilities
• Innovation Districts
• 12-24 Month Potential: $200-300 Mil.

*Investment opportunities not guaranteed.
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Disclaimers. This summary is not for public distribution and is solely for information purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation, recommendation or offer by Tocqueville Asset Management, LP, CapZone or 
any third‐party of any kind of investment. Real estate investment involves risk of loss, and any such investment shall be made pursuant to the terms of offering documents related thereto.

Tocqueville Asset Management LP is a New York‐
based, SEC registered investment advisor formed
in 1985 and a UNPRI signatory. Tocqueville is a
privately owned limited partnership with
$7.2 Billion in assets under management as of June
30, 2023. Tocqueville’s investment strategy focuses
on capital preservation and long‐term growth and
leverages proprietary intensive fundamental
research.

CapZone Impact Investments LLC is a Connecticut‐
based firm specializing in ESG Compliant QOZ
investment strategies. It was founded in May 2018 to
connect profits to purpose by bringing together
financial, intellectual and human capital to benefit
low‐income communities and generate ESG +
Resilient investing at scale.

Joseph A. Zock
(212) 903‐0300 | JZock@Tocqueville.com

Kimberly Lake
(203) 858‐0802 | Kimberly.Lake@CapZoneGroup.com

More Information

®


